
 

Herculan ConstaBoost™ Systems 

Temporary Water System 
A complete consistent pressure water system connects in Minutes 

Makes a Great Emergency Water System 

Temporary Water Systems 
Are portable 
Many uses 

 
 Units available for Cold Water, Tempered Water and 

Hot & Cold Water supply. 
 Many units that will run on 110 Volts – plug it in 
 Surprisingly quiet and powerful, fully automatic 

system delivers consistent pressure 
 Run showers, toilets, field kitchens, temporary 

housing or medical facilities anywhere 
 Use for camping, hunting cabins, lake cottages etc. 
 Supply water for clean up following floods 
 Can be used as a mobile stand alone water supply 
 Chlorinate and pressure test new piping or use to 

put systems back in service when contaminated by 
flooding or other natural disaster 

 Force chlorinate contaminated wells 
 Run concrete cutting or other equipment that needs 

pressurized water anywhere 
 Drillers, Pump Installers and Plumbers can 

advertise; “Your water back on in 15 minutes, even 
if the well went dry!” 

 Supply potable water for vendors at outdoor events 
 Tanks of HDPE resin meeting FDA reg. 21 CFR 

177.1520 © 3.1 & 3.2 
 Pipe & Fittings meet NSF 61 
 Electric in tank floats meet NSF 61 
 Operating and Maintenance Manual 
 Connects quickly and easily 
 Arrives tested, disinfected and ready to run  
 Includes operation & maintenance manual  

 

Sold by:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Few Examples of Tank Systems 
 

TWS-100PCO 38”L x 30”W x 39”H - 100 Gallon 
TWS-150PCO 48”L x 36”W x 49”H - 150 Gallon 
TWS-200PCO 48”L x 36”W x 49”H - 200 Gallon 
TWS-210H      63”L x 27”W x 49”H - 210 Gallon 
TWS-210V      39”L x 27”W x 74”H - 210 Gallon 
TWS-300PCO 69”L x 36”W x 49”H - 300 Gallon  
Height measurement is to the top of the PumpChamber™ or piping. 
Leg tanks and vertical tanks can also be used. Systems available 
with delivery rates starting at 3.5 gpm.   
 
Systems available as complete tank mounted systems or free 
standing booster packages with one or several pumps to deliver 
consistent pressure over a wide range of flows using either CSV or 
VFD technology.  Your tank or ours.  
 

Systems available for lease or purchase. 

PumpChamber is protected by US Patent 6682309B2 
Herculan ConstaBoost™ and PumpChamber™  
are trademarks of Reid Plumbing Products, LLC  

371 Route 31N, Hopewell, NJ 08525 
800-211-8070 from US & Canada +1 609 466-4347 

www.wellmanager.com 
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A School without Water can be a big problem 
Unless you have a Temporary Water System  

to keep it up and running. 

Whether you have a small need: Like the home above 
whose owner needed water to keep his home business 
running when the well pump quit or you need to wash hair 
for a sidewalk demonstration on Fox and Friends early 
morning TV show 
OR a Large need like those below there is a TWS can do 
the job quickly, quietly and easily. 

Times Square, New York 
When Head & Shoulders 
wanted to construct an instant 
Salon with 3 wash and 6 
styling stations on the square 
they needed a water supply 
where there was none and it 
had to be the correct 
temperature. The TWS at left 
handled the job easily.  
Between 7:30AM and 2:30PM 
ordinary people lined up and 
celebrities came and went. In 
the end, 200 customers were 
served without complaint. 

 

When this school had to dig up their 
2” water service to make water 
system changes for a remodeling 
project but could not close down to 
do it, a Temporary Water System 
was the answer.  
 
They leased a VFD controlled free 
standing booster package and 
connected it to a tank truck full of 
chlorinated water to keep the school 
running while their water system was 
renovated.  
 
This school in upstate New York 
operated for two months without a 
water service and everything worked 
as it always had.  


